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From the Top Dogs Co-Principals
Staci Morrison and Josue Diaz
November was a hard
month and our students
have been very challenged
by the election results. The
students have organized a
walk-out and a sit-in, and
have taken the opportunity to encourage positivity and express their
sympathy in many ways. We will continue to provide students with positive
outlets as long as they need them. We are so proud of the leadership our
students have shown at this time. They have been really clear about their
reasons for being unhappy and have been able to eloquently verbalize the
world in which they would like to live. After the break, we will have an
assembly to address the state of their reality. We plan to provide students
with information that will help them understand the changes that may be
coming down the line and possible solutions for them and their families.
We plan to keep our community informed with all of the knowledge we can
provide, especially any and all information that pertains to their education.
We are really happy to announce our healthy Bulldog Summit Series which
we will launch with a school-wide assembly on December 12th. During
the assembly we will address many of the issues that have surfaced on
campus this year and last. For example, we will address bullying and cyberbullying. We will define it and inform students of the consequences of their
actions if they choose to engage in such activities. Our intent is to provide
students with information on many subjects so that they make the best
informed decisions. After we return from break, we will have Summit each
Wednesday in January. Our Summits will be hosted by staff members and
professionals in our community who will provide students with information

and open a space for dialogue. We really hope students will attend so that
they understand the issues and our expectations for every Bulldog on our
campus. We work hard to ensure that Oakland Tech has a positive, healthy
culture where all students and staff feel safe, honored, and respected.
Oakland Tech’s Green Club, with the help of students in the AP
Environmental Studies classes and Mr. Sun, have engaged the staff in
a new campaign that encourages students to recycle and compost
their trash items. The Green Club students have and will continue to
provide the staff and students with education around composting
and recycling and be on hand to help them in the cafeteria with this,
but they have also worked with teachers to provide recycling and
composting bins inside the classrooms. It’s great to see students really
work hard to change something at our school that is so important for
our environment. Students were informed on December 2nd about the
new recycling and composting campaign during a school-wide assembly.
Please ask your child about our efforts to limit our carbon footprint.
Senior parents should check our website for all information their students
need regarding graduation. We will update this information as needed.
Please encourage your senior to visit the senior page on our website.
We have recently begun our tours and will be arranging Shadow Visits.
Please encourage your friends who have children that want to attend Tech
to be familiar with all of the different opportunities to learn about Tech as
well as the enrollment requirements. This information is also on the website.
We hope everyone has a restful vacation and we wish all a happy and
healthy new year! See you in 2017!. ■

The Path Ahead: “Wall-to-Wall” Academies,
New Pathway to Be Added
For the first time ever, all of next-year’s Tech
sophomores will be assigned to one of the
school’s five academies—or to a brand-new one
with a global policy focus that will be announced
in January, according to Co-Principal Josue Diaz.

Tech stands to gain about $2 million in additional
funding from Measure N, but there’s lots to be
done to comply. Already, the school increased
the percentage of sophomores in academies
from less than half to 80 percent this year.

The expansion is a big change for Tech, and for
high schools across the city, where the district
has required that all students be equitably placed
in “career pathways or academies” by 2020.
The mandate comes from Measure N, a parcel
tax passed by Oakland voters in 2014 with the
intent of reducing the dropout rate and better
preparing students for college and careers.

Mr. Diaz said there will be capacity for all
sophomores to enter academies next year, but
the biggest immediate challenge—and one
that goes to the root of how an “academy” or
“pathway” is defined—centers on scheduling.
That’s because Tech’s academies do not
meet the new definition of a pathway, which
involves building cohorts of students and
teachers across all disciplines and not just
within the core academy classes, he said.

“The district saw the benefit of academies
and pathways, and this is really an extension
of what we’ve been doing at Tech,” Mr.
Diaz said. “The goal is to have smaller,
interdisciplinary communities where teachers
are collaborating and looking out for kids and
challenging them in lots of different ways.”
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Pathway Coach Carlee Adamson, who was
assigned by OUSD to help Tech make the
transition, explained the reasoning: “New
research has increasingly shown that kids are
more successful when they build relationships

with teachers, and they also need real-world
work experience to make the transition from
high school.”
The district calls this approach “linked
learning,” and describes it this way: “Bringing
together college-prep academics, technical
education, work-based learning, and support
services, linked learning helps prepare
students for success in college, career and life.”
Ms. Adamson has already been working with
Tech teachers and administration for a year,
building the school’s instructional leadership
team and preparing for big changes. This year,
“department chairs and pathway leads will
continue consulting with the administration to
inform how the school will meet the district’s
equity requirements, and a new design team will
form to grow out a new pathway,” Adamson said.
Under the district’s definition of pathways, the
goal is to place all 10th graders into cohorts
of students who all share four of their six
core teachers. For example, students in the
Engineering Academy or Computer Academy
Continued on page 5
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Our College Readiness Specialist is Ready to Meet Your Student!
If Elizabeth Hunter hadn’t served a coffee at
Peet’s one day during her junior year at Cal
to someone from UC Berkeley’s Center for
Educational Partnerships (CEP), she might not
be working at Tech today. Through a program
called Destination College Advising Corps, the
CEP trains and oversees mentors to help local
high school students envision and then apply to
college. “You’d be great at it!” her customer told
her. His words put her on the path that led her
after graduation to a year as a mentor at Oakland
High and then to Oakland Tech as its dynamic
College Readiness Specialist. We are so glad that
man needed a cup of coffee that morning!
Ms. Hunter’s childhood certainly didn’t seem
a likely path to UC Berkeley. Born in Southern
California to a mother addicted to crack cocaine,
she grew up in homeless shelters in Oakland.
The summer before 6th grade, her mother
obtained Section 8 housing in East Oakland, but
she started using crack again and lost custody
of Elizabeth and 3 of her siblings. The summer
before 8th grade, Elizabeth was placed in
foster care, but ended up with her grandfather
and step grandmother in Chino (Southern
California) where she earned a 4.2 GPA in high
school. She started at UC Berkeley when she
was only 17. Originally interested in a career in
criminal justice, she switched her orientation
to public service and majored in Legal Studies
and Sociology. While at Cal, Ms. Hunter tutored
Berkeley High students in math and advised
Berkeley City College students hoping to transfer
to Cal. And she had that job at Peet’s which lead
to her mentoring work at Oakland High through
Cal’s CEP and then to her job at Tech.
As Tech’s College Readiness Specialist, Ms. Hunter
juggles a lot of different tasks including making
a college presentation to all senior classes,
scheduling and overseeing “College Crunch”
events, collecting all scholarship information,
overseeing visits by college representatives
and the Higher Education Week fair, scheduling
all class visits to colleges, acting as the liaison
for all of the college and career partners Tech
works with, and orchestrating the PSAT and SAT
testing at Tech. And if that sounds like too much
to manage, consider that she also spends five
and half hours a week at Oakland International
High School and Tuesday afernoons at OUSD in
meetings and trainings.
The fall is a particularly crazy time for Ms. Hunter
as she throws herself into helping seniors get
their college and scholarship applications
in. Over the course of one week in October,
Elizabeth and Amy Martinez (the counselor
for 10-12th graders, last names H-N) go into
every senior class to make a presentation about
college. In addition to covering the differences
between UC’s and CSU’s, reasons to apply to
private schools, the advantages of community
colleges, early decision vs. early action, how
and when to apply, and in-state vs. out-of-state
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of Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCU’s) to cities all across the country. Lastly,
Ms. Hunter oversees the PSAT and SAT testing
at Tech, working with Ms. Rebecca Wolf to make
sure all students are where they are supposed
to be and that all materials and proctors are in
place.

public schools, they also cover many aspects
of financial aid including grants vs. loans, Cal
and Pell Grants, required forms, the types of
scholarships and aid, and what happens if your
parents earn too much. Parents and students
can additionally attend “Road to College”
evening events put on in the fall by Ms. Hunter,
the counselors, and the PTSA for detailed
information about the application process and
financial aid.
In addition to getting general information,
students can get individual help with their
college applications and financial aid forms
during College Crunch weeks from both Ms.
Hunter and the representatives from the Cal
and Mills College outreach programs partnered
with Tech. For a week in October and one in
November, during “College Crunch Days for
Seniors,” they are in the library all day ready
to help seniors with their applications, and in
December, during FAFSA (Free Application for
Federal Student Aid) Crunch Days, they are there
to help with financial aid forms. And on top of
all that, the 2nd and 4th Fridays of every month
through April, Ms. Hunter is in the library to help
students with scholarship application essays. Ms.
Hunter maintains a 21-page list of scholarships,
so there are lots to apply for! Her goal is to meet
every senior at least once and with so many
opportunities for help and advice, seniors can
get a lot of support and guidance from Ms.
Hunter.

These tasks involve a lot of planning and
organizing, but by far the best part of the job for
Ms. Hunter is being with the kids. When asked
what she loves about her work at Tech, she said,
“I love working with students! I love it when
they come to me for advice, when they trust me
and tell me things. I like being their “go-to!” She
added, “My passion is supporting students. I love
knowing that I helped them achieve something
that they wanted to do.” As for the challenges of
her position, Ms. Hunter commented that she
“doesn’t like being directed too much. I know
what the kids need.” She went on to say how much
she loves Tech and how much it really represents
all of Oakland including “the hood, the baby
suburbs, the gentrification, the history – all of it!”
With so much life experience to draw on, even
though she is only 25, Ms. Hunter has great
advice for high schoolers. She says that she
advises students to get a job or an internship to
“find out how you function in a work setting.”
She sends them to Lauriece Mills, the nonpathways student support specialist, in room
230, to get information about holiday jobs and
internships. For example, Laney College has
4-week summer programs in construction,
carpentry and welding. Ms. Hunter also advises
kids to make sure that they have mentors for
guidance, noting that she had a high GPA in high
school, but no one to support her. And lastly, she
advises kids to work hard, but “enjoy being in
high school too. Make sure you work extra hard
your junior year, but go to prom! Have fun too!”
It is pretty clear that Ms. Hunter practices what
she preaches: she clearly works really hard at her
job, but she obviously has fun with it and with
the kids too.
Thank you, Ms. Hunter, for all you do for the
students of Oakland Tech! ■

Ms. Hunter oversees visits both to colleges and
from college reps. So far this year, over 70 college
and university admissions representatives
have come to Tech. Ms. Hunter publicizes and
orchestrates all of these visits. She also oversees
“Higher Education Week,” a travelling college fair
(primarily UC’s, CSU’s, and community colleges)
which comes to Tech each spring. Juniors have
the chance to meet with college representatives,
gather brochures and swag, and learn about
various programs and majors. Ms. Hunter is
also busy taking Tech students to visit colleges,
organizing nine visits to Bay area universities
annually for students in Tech academies and
taking about 100 students to the UNCF Empower
Me Tour, which each fall brings representatives
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What’s Up on the Upper Campus?
by Marsha Rhynes, Teresa Williams, and Alicia Arnold

Portfolio Day at FADA
An artist portfolio is a
collection of artwork intended
to showcase an artist’s
process, style, and versatility
and is essential for college
and career readiness in artsrelated fields. On November
18, FADA hosted a Portfolio
Day to help students prepare,
curate, and discuss their
best work. Industry professionals volunteered
for this event to share their expertise with FADA
students and to give critical feedback to support
the development of student work. FADA’s Portfolio
Day comes ahead of National Portfolio Day on
January 14, 2017 at SFAI in San Francisco. At National
Portfolio Day, representatives from institutions
from around the United States will be reviewing
student portfolios for college admission. See more
at portfolioday.net. ■

FADA students show and receive feedback on their portfolios

Documentary Focused
on Oakland Tech Student
Leaders
Each year Oakland Tech’s popular field trips to
Barnes & Noble bookstore attract more students,
parents, and community partners. On November
18, fifty-five students from Oakland Tech Upper
Campus, chaperones, and excited parents of the
students celebrated literacy at Barnes & Noble in
Emeryville.
Hosted by Barnes & Noble Community Relations
Manager Barbara Tavres
and generously funded
by Tech’s PTSA and
private donors, students
spent the day reading,
purchasing
books
to own, writing, and
reading their original
creative work at an open
microphone at the store.
They were also filmed for
OT UC student Lucy Morgan
a
local documentary on
reads her original writing as
author Guy Johnson listens youth leadership and
literacy.
At the event, young leaders from Oakland
Tech were encouraged and empowered by
amazing literacy advocates including Shaka
Jamal, the founder of the media production
company OLU8 Film Realized and a culturally
innovative artist and filmmaker from Oakland. His
work has premiered on television and at film
festivals nationally and internationally. Starting

The Power of Giving:
Oakland Tech Jefferson Students in Action
The Jefferson Awards, established by Jacqueline
Kennedy in 1972 as a national recognition system
to honor community and public volunteerism in
America, promote and honor civic engagement
in individuals and groups. The Jefferson Students
in Action Program empowers teenagers to think
big, choose their own public service passion,
engage their entire school and broader
communities, and create maximum impact.
Our student-driven Upper Campus JSIA Program
has been meeting at lunchtime on Tuesdays in
Ms. Rhynes’ Upper Campus English class since
2012. Each of our Student Service Leaders makes
a minimum commitment of 100 hours of service
to others before graduation. JSIA Co-Presidents,
Macarena Valenzuela and Sa Sa Win, and student
leaders Brandon Gaston and Darian Gordon
encourage students with a desire to make a
difference to join them in developing their next
powerful student-driven service project.
Some of the student-driven projects on our
Upper Campus last year include:
• Elder interviews/oral histories
• Keep ‘Em Warm clothing drive
• Mix it Up Day
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• Earth Day projects
• Expanding the 100 hour service commitment
school-wide
• Campus clean ups and planting flowers and
plants
• Tutoring support to struggling classmates
• Serving food to the needy the past two
Thanksgiving holidays

OT UC student Morgan Ward reading her original poem “I am
from Oakland”

the documentary session with yoga, reflective
conversation about powerful books and writing,
Shaka opened a floodgate of creativity and
students began to write from their own hearts.
Powerful literacy advocate and author Guy
Johnson remains committed to teaching
students to use their writing ability to connect
literacy to personal and social advocacy. Mr.
Johnson (the son of renowned author, Maya
Angelou) has
shared
his
wisdom about
writing and life
lessons with our
young authors
in
writing
seminars in Ms.
Rhynes’ classes
at Tech Upper
Shaka Jamal and author
Campus
for Filmmaker
Guy Johnson
the past four
years. At the Barnes
&
Noble
event,
he guided the young
people in embracing
and polishing their
writing.
Our
students
experienced literacy
in a truly personalized
manner. Both Mr.
Johnson and Shaka
Jamal plan followup visits to Rhynes’
English classes. ■

Shaka Jamal, the first
filmmaker from Oakland to
receive a Fellowship from the
Game Changers Project

This year students will commit to whatever they
can conceive and dream to achieve! ■

Welcome New Teachers!
In the fall, Bulldog Bytes asked Tech’s new teachers to
introduce themselves to the larger community via a
photo and short paragraph. Below is our final new
teacher introduction of this school year. Welcome,
Ms. Brandon!

Hi everyone! My name is Shannon Williams-Brandon.
It’s my first year teaching and it is a pleasure to do
so here at Oakland Tech. I am an Oakland Tech
Health Academy alum. Born and raised in Oakland,
I went to Florida Memorial University and finished
my Chemistry degree at Cal State East Bay. Prior to

teaching, I worked in the medical
field as a phlebotomist and lab
assistant. I am teaching Health
Academy Physiology and one regular
Physiology class. I’m so excited about
being able to give back and help
the students here. Teaching science
at the same place I discovered my passion for it is
amazing! I care deeply about this community and
am moved that I can contribute to this community of
cultural diversity! ■
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From Our PTSA President

Season Greetings
Oakland Tech
Community

We are already almost halfway through
the school year and we are off to a
great start. Over the past couple of
months, the PTSA has been busy in service of the Oakland
Tech community. We began the school year with record
numbers of community members joining the PTSA and
making the commitment to share their gifts and talents
to support all students. In addition, we have elected a new
CSSC (Collaborative School Site Council), kicked off our
Annual Fund, awarded our first round of mini/ maxi grants,
conducted Road to College workshops, hosted a candidates’
forum and much more. We were able to accomplish these
tasks with the support of committed volunteers and through
generous financial donations from our community. I would
like us to continue this momentum as we head into the new
year by supporting our annual auction which provides a
large amount of the funding for our PTSA programs. Also, I
would like to encourage you to go the “get involved” button
on the Oakland Tech website to find out how to lend a hand
to support the Oakland Tech community. On December 12,
2016, we will be hosting our last PTSA general meeting of
2016 which is a potluck. The holidays are a great time to come
together in unity as a community to connect around the
greater good for all members of our school community. I look
forward to seeing you at the meeting and to continuing to
work in service of the Oakland Tech community. Remember,
teamwork makes the dream work!
Yours in Service, Nadirah Stills • Oakland Tech PTSA President
• president@oaklandtech.com

Concerned about how ‘screen time’ may be affecting your
teenager? Want to learn more about what you can do about it?

Oakland Tech PTSA will be presenting a
FREE screening of SCREENAGERS.
Learn more about the film here
www.screenagersmovie.com
For dates and details, keep an eye on OT Bullhorn,
Tech’s weekly email newsletter. Sign up here:
http://oaklandtech.com/staff/communications-2/
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Did you know that many Bay
Area companies will match your
donation to Oakland Tech?
You may be able to double, or even triple, your donation to
the PTSA. Contact your Human Resources Dept. to find out if
your company will match your gift. Or check out the long list
of Bay Area companies that have matching donation programs
by going to the OT website and clicking on the “giving” button.

Did you know you can earn money
for Tech just by shopping?
It’s easy to make a positive difference simply by shopping.
Sign up for the various programs below and be sure to
designate Oakland Technical High School PTSA as the recipient
of your funds!
eScrip is an easy way to
automatically earn money
for Tech programs while you
shop online or shop locally,
dine out or book travel, at
thousands of merchants who give back, including nordstrom.
com (6%), apple.com (1.8%), Macys.com (4.8%), Amazon (1.2%),
and priceline.com (3.6%). Safely and securely register your
most-used debit and credit cards and store loyalty cards. Go to
www.escrip.com to sign up and find out more.
Sign up for Amazon Smile and
click this link every time you
shop. Amazon donates 0.5%
of the price of your eligible
purchase to the PTSA. Go to:
https://smile.amazon.com/
Sign up for Sports Basement
Basementer Program: https://
shop.sportsbasement.com/
pages/basementeers-sign-up
Tech’s PTSA Sports Booster
Club has partnered with
Sports Basement to raise money for Oakland Tech every time
you make a purchase there. Plus you’ll get 10% off of each
purchase you make. If you haven’t been to Sports Basement
yet, it’s near the Berkeley Bowl in the old Berkeley IceLand ice
skating rink building and has a cornucopia of sports equipment
of all kinds. Just tell them you want to support Oakland Tech,
sign up for the Basementeer program, and voila! Program is
free for our school families to sign up, and can be done in-store
or online right here.
Please make a New Year’s resolution to sign up for one of these
EASY ways to give to Oakland Tech. Imagine the difference we
could make is we all did this?! ■
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Supporting our Students: Thinking Globally, Acting Locally
The elections of November were upsetting for
many people throughout our community. But
did you notice what happened locally at our
school?

many other programs that help the educational
advancement of our diverse high school
community.

Without hesitation or divisiveness,
Tech students joined together and
walked out of school to express
their disapproval. Teachers from all
departments led constructive, open,
heartfelt classroo m discussions so
that students could share their views
and fears and hear the concerns of other
students. The response of students and staff
was impressive. The events created many
teachable moments in what is sure to be a very
formative event in the students’ political lives.
The PTSA eagerly wants to support students as
they move forward on their journey to become
responsible, informed members of our society.

We want to do more for students!

Historically, the Oakland Tech PTSA has been
bold in the range of its support for programs.
We’ve supplemented the school budget with
basic supplies for science, art, special education,
and physical education. And we’ve responded
to teacher requests by supporting field
trips, class sets of books, a restorative justice
program, women’s self-defense workshops, and

PLEASE SUPPORT THE EDUCATION OF THE
NEXT GENERATION OF POLITICALLY AWARE
OAKLAND TECH STUDENTS

The Path Ahead
Continued from page 1

would not only have their science and math classes
together, but would also share the same English
and social studies teachers. Those teachers
would work and plan together as a team and get
the full picture on how students are performing.
Tech has been heading in that direction over
the past several years with house cohorts for
freshman, which has come with scheduling
headaches. “With our master schedule and our bell
schedule, we have competing priorities,” he said.
A big question is how the Paideia Program will
fit with the new pathways structure, especially
for 10th graders, Diaz said. Currently, a student
can be in both the Paideia Program—which
covers English and social studies—and an
academy. But if a Health Academy student is
in Paidaeia, for example, he or she would not
be able to share the same humanities teachers
with non-Paideia classmates. This is less of
an issue for 11th and 12th graders, who start
to split off into honors and AP classes, so it’s
unrealistic to keep a full cross-disciplinary
cohort together for upperclassmen, Diaz said.
“Various programs are going to be
impacted and there may be some difficult
decisions that need to be made,” he said.
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making Oakland Tech an exceptional school. At
this point, we are only 60% towards reaching
our goal of raising $60,000. We’d like to raise an
additional $24,000 by January 1, but we
need your help. Please donate!
Donating to the OT PTSA is one way
you can support the next generation
of politically aware, educationally wellrounded, active young citizens.

This past fall, dozens of great ideas were
presented to the PTSA for possible funding.
In the second semester in early 2017, we are
actively inviting staff and students to submit
additional ideas. We want to do more locally—to
keep the Oakland Tech educational atmosphere
current, vibrant and relevant, while at the same
time making sure we provide the fundamental
education that students need to be successful.

Students and teachers depend on the OT PTSA
Annual Fund to fill in where the school district
cannot. Our annual fund plays a critical role in
Also on the horizon next year is the launch of
a new academy, which will be the 2nd nonSTEM (science, technology, engineering &
mathematics) academy at Tech (Fashion, Arts
& Design was the first). Mr. Diaz said the school
has completed a needs assessment—including
surveying students on interests, looking at
strengths on the school’s faculty, and analyzing
gaps in offerings at Tech and other Oakland high
schools.
“About 75 percent of students have voiced their
interest on what they’d like to see,” he said.
Mr. Diaz said parents will have the opportunity
to learn more and ask questions at an academy
night to be scheduled in January. Students
will be able to explore the offerings during
academy information week, from February 6
to 10. Freshmen will follow the same process
as last year, ranking their choices, when
they apply to academies later in the spring.
To learn more about OUSD’s plans, linked learning,
and Measure N, visit: Ousd.org/linkedlearning. ■

How to give:
Go online to: http://oaklandtech.com/
staff/giving/
All donations to Oakland Tech are tax
deductible (Federal Tax ID #94-6174624)
Send a check to:
Oakland Tech PTSA
Attn: Financial Secretary
PO Box 22524
Oakland CA, 94609
The OT PTSA is an all-volunteer 501c3
organization. Your donation is tax deductible
(EIN). Budgets and Expenditures by the
organization are approved in open meetings,
the second Mondays (usually) of every month.
Please donate. Please come to a meeting.

Save the dates!
Please join us for our
monthly member meetings
to learn about things
happening at Tech and
ways you can help!

Mark your
calendars:
Jan. 9
Feb. 13
March 13
April 10
May 8
June 5
When: 7–9:00p.m
Where: School library

ALL WELCOME!
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From Tech Parent University (TPU),
by Debra Carter-Kelly, Parent Liaison

4 Ways to Become a Better
Parent, According to Science
According to Eric Barker, helicopter parenting
isn’t the answer. Every parent asks it at some
point: What is going on in my kid’s brain? And
if you don’t understand kids, it can be hard
to give them what they need to thrive. Lately
the trend has been helicopter parenting and
trying to get them ready as soon as possible
for an increasingly competitive world. But is
that what kids really need?
Alison Gopnik, a professor of psychology at
the University of California, Berkeley, is one of
the leading experts on raising kids right. Her
new book is The Gardener and the Carpenter:
What the New Science of Child Development Tells
Us About the Relationship Between Parents and
Children. As a mother and grandmother, she’s
well aware that just because we’ve all been
kids doesn’t mean we always know what they
need from us. In fact, much of what’s required
can be downright contradictory.
So what does the science say about what’s
going on in kids’ brains and what they need
from you as they grow up: Be a gardener, not
a carpenter. Raising kids isn’t a measured,
perfectionist activity like carpentry. It’s more
of a loose, sculpting process like gardening.
According to Gopnik, “Caring for children is
like tending a garden, and being a parent is like
being a gardener. Messiness and variability are
a carpenter’s enemies; precision and control
are her allies. Measure twice, cut once. When
we garden, on the other hand, we create a
protected and nurturing space for plants to
flourish. It takes hard labor and the sweat of
our brows, with a lot of exhausted digging and
wallowing in manure.”
So play isn’t just fun and games. It’s vital
for learning adult skills, but you can’t make
young children learn. You can only provide a
protected space filled with love and let them
learn. Gopnik writes, “Our job as parents is not
to make a particular kind of child. Instead, our
job is to provide a protected space of love,

safety, and stability in which
children can flourish. Our job
is not to shape our children’s
minds; it’s to let those minds
explore all the possibilities that
the world allows.”

wiring you’d need as an adult. But you’d do
all that under expert adult supervision, where
the impact of your inevitable failures would be
blunted.”
So now that the world has changed, what’s
the best way to help teens? They need the
modern day equivalent of apprenticeships:
internships. Something resembling real work
where they can build skills, achieve goals,
and put that energy to productive use so
the “control” system of their brain can get
a handle on their relentless motivation to
achieve rewards. Gopnik suggests, “Instead
of giving adolescents more and more school
experiences—those extra hours of afterschool classes and homework—we could try to
arrange more opportunities for apprenticeship.
AmeriCorps, the federal community-service
program for youth, is an excellent example,
since it provides both challenging real-life
experiences and a degree of protection and
supervision. “Take your child to work” could
become a routine practice rather than a
single-day annual event, and college students
could spend more time watching and helping
scientists and scholars at work rather than just
listening to their lectures. Summer enrichment
activities like camp and travel, so common for
children whose parents have the means, might
be usefully alternated with summer jobs.

And now in the game show of parenthood,
we move to the challenge round: the teen
years. What the heck is going on with the
teenage brain? Neuroscientists believe there
are two separate systems in the teenage brain:
motivation and control. The motivation part
kicks in real fast when those hormones start
transforming them into adults. Adolescent
brains are actually very similar to those of
junkies. Their grey matter is highly sensitive
to rewards. Good things feel much good-er
to teenagers. Gopnik cites research to show
that, “Adolescents are reckless not because
they underestimate risks but because they
overestimate rewards— or, rather, find rewards
more rewarding than adults do. The second
system, control, allows them to direct that
energy toward good uses. Sadly, this system
takes a lot longer to develop. And that’s why
teenagers have the reputations they do. But
the second system channels and harnesses
all that seething energy. It inhibits impulses
and guides decision-making that encourages
long-term planning and delays gratification.
And this is the system that enables mastery. Let’s round it all up. Here’s what you need to
This control system depends much more on focus on to be an awesome parent:
learning.”
• Gardener not carpenter: Your job is
But teenagers weren’t always such terrors.
to provide a safe space to grow, not to
Adolescence, as a time of life, was only created
systematically build Frankenstein.
in the 20th century. Before that you were either
•
School-age kids need teaching:
a child or an adult. No transition. And they
Help them build skills. Cooking, good.
weren’t just surrounded by other teenagers.
Bartending, not so good.
They had adults to guide and train them and
they worked. Being a teen meant learning how • Teenagers need apprenticeships: They
to accomplish goals without your parents.
need to learn how to learn without you.
Plain, and simple, they had something to do
And that means real world experience.
with all that motivation instead of just crash
We all could use some playtime. We all benefit
the car, get pregnant and burn the house
from learning new skills. And we all should
down. Gopnik describes earlier time periods
embrace new challenges in the world. As
when “you would actually practice gathering,
Dr. Seuss said, “Adults are obsolete
hunting, cooking, and taking care of children,
children.” ■
all through middle childhood and into early
adolescence, tuning up just the prefrontal

Tech Wrestling Teaches Life Lessons Too
On a recent Tuesday evening, nearly two-dozen students faced one
another on a worn blue mat in the Oakland Tech Boys Gym, arms
stretched forward, ready to lunge. Welcome to the world of high school
wrestling where boys and girls of all sizes meet their match.

school and college years, earning a spot as an alternate on the 1976
USA Olympic Greco-Roman team. He was inducted into the California
Wrestling Hall of Fame in 2011, and, in 2013, his name was added to the
Hall of Honors at the National Wrestling Hall of Fame.

“Wrestling isn’t so much about strength as technique,” says Tech’s In other words, Mr. Sherman loves wrestling and wrestling loves him.
wrestling coach Ashlee Sherman. “You’ve got to be fearless and not be “The way I see it, wrestling gets kids ready for life,” he says. “There are
afraid to go in and make a move.”
always going to be obstacles and the trick is learning how to confront them
Mr. Sherman should know. He started Tech’s wrestling program in 1972 mentally and physically. You don’t run from problems. You face them.”
after he came on board as a Physical Education teacher. A graduate of As many Tech Bulldogs know, Mr. Sherman is a fierce advocate of
McClymonds, Mr. Sherman wrestled competitively throughout his high
Continued on page 7
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and Mr. Sherman’s 26-year-old son, Craig, all
of whom pitch in to support the program
and the man who made it possible.

Coach Sherman (left) with former students and current
coaches, Dominic and Marcus Leon

wrestling, encouraging students he knows
—and those he doesn’t—to give it a shot.
“I ask all kids to wrestle because you never
know the power inside of them.”
Mr. Sherman’s wrestling program has built
a tight community of fans and friends that
extends beyond Tech. In addition to coaching
Bulldogs during the winter sports season,
the youth wrestling club he started in 1964
—Wan-tu-wauri, which means “beautiful
people” in Swahili—practices at Tech
throughout the school year, and welcomes
kids age 5 and up. Wrestling Olympian,
Stephen Abas, and National Champion, Elijah
Davis, are among the hundreds of students
Mr. Sherman has coached over the years.
So, too, are Castlemont’s current wrestling
coach, Marcus Leon, and his brother Dominic,

Students curious about wrestling are
welcome to attend any practice to see what
it’s all about. Practices take place Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, from 4–6p.m., and
Tuesday and Thursday, from 6–8p.m., in the
Boys Gym.
Thank you, Mr. Sherman, for all you’ve done
for Tech and Oakland youth! ■

Tech students working on their wrestling techniques

Congratulations to the 2016–17
Student Leadership Team!

From the ASB
President,
Grace Vaughan
Brekke
Hello Bulldogs and Parents of Bulldogs (which
biologically speaking would
make you Bulldogs too!),
My name is Grace Vaughan
Brekke, and I am happy to
introduce myself as this school
year’s Associative Student
Body (ASB) President. A little
background info about me:
I played volleyball for three years of my high
school career, am a journalist at Youth Radio,
and last year was the Junior Class President
where my classmates and I with great assistance
from administration planned our Starry Night
Junior Prom.
Thus far, in our 2016–17 school year, many
great school-wide events have taken place.
Our Homecoming Week was a blast with lots of
colorful costumes, class rivalries, and school spirit.
This same spunk carried over to our Homecoming
Football Game and Homecoming Dance, where
old and young Bulldogs came out and proved to
me how bad I am at dancing.
In addition to the football team’s playing time,
we have also been having some great sporting
events: football games, volleyball matches, cross
country meets, tennis games, and…
Outside of the sporting world, there was the
incredible production by OakTechRep of Anna
in the Tropics that left me in awe—great acting,
gorgeous sets and lighting, and just a joy to watch.
We held our Club Day in October, and Bulldogs, if
you are interested in creating a new club, simply
submit your application—which can be found on
the spinning rack by Rosemary’s office—before
February and we will either approve or disapprove
it at a class meeting. (BSU, Photography Club, and
Current Events Café to name a few.)

Student leadership team for 2016-17

9th Grade
President Samuel Getachew
Vice President Kylie Thompson
Secretary Josie Chen
10th Grade
President Lily Tran
Vice President Hamilton Brown
Secretary None
11th Grade
President Kendal Prime
Vice President Isabel Torrence
Secretary Davie Richman
Interim historian Olivia Mesa
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12th Grade
President Dorielle Ard
Vice President Sophie Howard
Secretary Isaiah Thomas
Interim historian Lin Yi Yu
ASB
President Grace Vaughan Brekke
Vice President Van Pham
Secretary Tiffany Tong
Treasurer Terashi Lee

Coming up we have a very important student
activity that I encourage all students to attend (if
grades and attendance allow): THE WINTER BALL.
Now I know students you might be thinking—ugh
another school dance—why even bother? None
of my friends will even be there. Well guess what?
You are perfectly capable of asking your friends
to tag along with you. Plus, dressing up is hecka
fun, you can request songs to the DJ, there will be
a freakin’ hot chocolate bar and loads of candy! I
highly suggest you come; it’s only $10, which I bet
you are able to rummage from the bottom of your
backpack. So please, please, please come celebrate
our first night of winter break at the Winter Ball
(December 16th in the Girl’s Gymnasium which
will be looking like a winter wonderland, from
7-11:30 pm, you can purchase your $10 ticket from
a student government leader, online, or from the
Treasurer’s office now or it will be $15 at the door).
I am looking forward to working with all of you
and hope that we have a collaborative, fun, and
successful school year. Go Bulldogs! ■
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2017 Oakland Tech
Auction & Gala
Mark Your Calendar!

Oakland Tech’s “Steppin’ Out in Oaktown—Show Your
Oakland Pride” annual auction & gala is getting ready to kick
up a storm (and do a lot of good!) on Saturday, March 11, 2017,
from 6–10 p.m. at the California Ballroom (1736 Franklin Street).
Bring your appetite along with your desire to support our
Bulldog community thanks to a scrumptious dinner cooked up
by Everett & Jones BBQ.
For more information, go to the Tech website and click on the
calendar for March.
Questions? Want to volunteer? Please contact auction co-chairs
Elizabeth Falkner and Jenny Berg at auction@oaklandtech.com
Many thanks to PIEDMONT COPY on Piedmont Ave. for generously donating part of the cost of printing this newsletter.
Please consider them for your copy needs!
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